**New Resources**

The Library has acquired two databases from the Archives Unbound Collections, a vast resource of topically-focused digital collections containing historical documents that support the research and study needs of scholars and students.

- **Chinese Civil War and U.S.-China Relations:**
  Records of the U.S. State Department's Office of Chinese Affairs (1945-1955)

- **Political, Economic, and Military Conditions in China:**
  Reports and Correspondence of the U.S. Military Intelligence Division (1918-1941)
  This collection reproduces the six principal MID files relating exclusively to China for the period 1918 to 1941 (e.g., general conditions, political situations, economic circumstances, army, navy, and aeronautics). It also includes documents created by other U.S. government agencies and foreign governments from the records of the Military Intelligence Division.

- **Vogue Archive**
  The Vogue Archive is a completely searchable archive of American Vogue, from the first issue in 1892 to the current month. Every page, advertisement, cover and fold-out have been included, with rich indexing enabling you to find images by garment type, designer and brand names. It preserves the work of the world’s greatest fashion designers, stylists and photographers.

**Media Resources**

- **Justice : what's the right thing to do?**
  正義 : 一場思辨之旅
  JC578 .Z43 DVD (4 Discs)
  With more than 15,000 students having taken the course, Michael Sandel’s Justice course is one of the most popular and influential classes in Harvard University’s history. In this course series, Sandel challenges us with difficult moral dilemmas and asks our opinion about the right thing to do. It addresses the hot topics of our time – same-sex marriage, patriotism and civil rights -- and Sandel shows us that we can revisit familiar controversies with a fresh perspective.

- **Noam Chomsky : crisis and hope: theirs and ours**
  JC423 .N63 DVD
  Noam Chomsky is a professor of linguistics and philosophy at MIT and has been called “the most important intellectual alive” by the New York Times. In June 2009, Chomsky gave a historic address at the Riverside Church in New York City with more than 2,000 people in attendance. In this talk Chomsky offered a powerful analysis of the current economic crisis and its structural roots, the continuity in U.S. foreign policy, wars in Middle East and much more.

**Databases on Trial**

- **Rehabilitation Therapy in Video**
  (Expiry: 22 Jul 2012)
  This is an online collection of videos created for the education and training of occupational therapists, physical therapists, speech-language pathologists, special educators, and therapy assistants. Therapist notes and leader guides are also included for most of the titles for course integration.

- **Primal Pictures Sports and Rehabilitation Package**
  (Expiry: 10 Jul 2012)
  Covers 9 anatomy modules in relation to sports and therapy, such as acupuncture, hand therapy, sports injuries (i.e., foot, knee, shoulder), resistance training, etc.

- **Anatomy & Physiology Online**
  (Expiry: 10 Jul 2012)
  This online resource from Primal Pictures covers a two-semester-course on Anatomy & Physiology. It consists of 19 body system modules with 3D images and interactive models, narrated animations and illustrations, dissection slides, clinical case studies, the impact of aging on each body systems, pronunciation guide, quizzes, etc.

- **Primal Pictures Anatomy Plus Silver Package Regional**
  (Expiry: 10 Jul 2012)
  This package covers Regional Anatomy of 9 body part modules with 3D views, clinical text, dissection slides and videos, MRI correlations, biomechanics animations, and quiz with multiple choice questions.